Saturn sl2 dashboard lights

The indicator lights on my Saturn SL2 sedan randomly come on and stay on from time to time
when I start and drive my car. If I shut the car off and restart it, the same or different indicator
lights may come on and stay on until the car is shut off again. The most common lights are the
"fasten seatbelt" light, which will stay on either blinking or solid, even though my seatbelt and
that of my passengers is fastened; the "security" "and "service engine" light also come on and
stay on together, but not all of the time. Other times, no indicator lights are on while the car is
running. I have checked the fuses for these things and they tested good. I have also tried
changing the fuses, but the problem continues. More recently my automatic door locks are
malfunctioning -- when I unlock the drivers side door, the outside handle will stay flipped up
and the door latch will not engage when I try to close it. Today the locks were apparently
clicking when I got home, but my driver's door would not unlock or open. I could open the
passenger door but not the driver's door. My mechanic told me some months ago that all of this
could indicate a problem with the alternator. He said that since it was "intermitant" I should wait
until it fails completely! Six months later, the car is running fine, but the random dashboard
lights and the lock problems continue. What is wrong with my car? Do you. Indeed it could be
the generator. Starting with the '87 model year, GM went from the second best design to the
world's worst pile ever. Start by having it load tested with a tester that also performs a "ripple"
test. If the ripple is high and the maximum output current is close to one third of its rated
capacity, it has a failed diode. That is real common. The generators develop huge voltage spikes
that can destroy those diodes and internal voltage regulator as well as interfere with sensor
signals and the operation of the many computers on the car. It is very common to go through
four to six generators in the life of the car. To reduce the number of repeat failures, replace the
battery at the same time. As they age, they lose their ability to dampen and absorb those
voltage spikes. Your old battery will work fine in an '86 or older car. Was this answer. Just to
add to this one I totally disagree with the alternator theroy. The older externally cooled
alternators on the saturn S models failed commonly. But when they went to the internally
cooled alternators in the later made S models those alternators were really good and didnt fail
that often. I have seen them last well over , miles. It sounds more like your body control module
is failing. Which controls everything your saying is going crazy. Also what code numbers were
read from the computer? Those would help also. Thanks for your answers. I will check these
things out. FYI for saturntech9. No code numbers came up on the computer when my mechanic
ran the diagnostic. However, the problem is sporadic, so it is difficult to have the mechanic
witness the problem, since it happens randomly. Sorry it took so long to get back to you iam not
getting email alerts letting me know someone responded when I answered a question. So did he
scan the body control module for codes also? When the body control modules go bad they
never set codes and tell on themselves. Some times you will get a code U set in the ecm for not
being able to talk to the body control module. But most of the time you dont even get that. So
how often does it act up? No worries. I actually think your response time on this site is very
quick! I think my mechanic just ran the basic computer diagnostic. I am curious how a scan of
the body control module is different? Is this something any shop can do and what sort of fee
ballpark would they charge? I have been seeing dashboard indicator lights go on and off at
random for about 8 months. These are especially the "fasten seat belt" light, which blinks or
stays solid while the car is running, and the "security" combined with the "service engine" light.
This is the one that worries me because I am wondering if this is going to at some point disable
the car from starting! I would love to solve this, but have done nothing so far since no one can
diagnose what to repair. Just an added note. The frequency of the dash indicator lights acting
up is almost every day. To scan the body control module for codes takes it takes a alot more
advanced and expensive scan rather the basic one that just reads engine and transmission
codes. The guy that did it for you I would ask if his scanner can read those codes and if he even
checked for codes in the body control module. With the symptoms you have it doesnt sound
like a bad alternator to me. Sounds totally like a body control module one thing I would try is if I
was working on the car I would swap out the body control module with my used tester module
to see if that fixed the problem. If it did then I have you put a new body control module in. This
information is very helpful! What is the urgency of repairing this. What can go wrong in the
meantime? Will I just continue to experience random dash lights, or can this affect the car
running? I have had this car for 8 years and don't hope to have it much longer. The body control
module can cause the car not to start depending on what part of it fails. If the security light is
coming on then thats what would worry me. So is there other problems with the car besides the
dash lights coming on? You said you wont have the car much longer so I was wondering if
there was a reason for getting rid of the car? The S model saturns are my favorite model I have
a saturn SL2 with over , miles and I love the car. Other recent problems include the random
failure of the door locks outside door handles stay in upturned position when electronic door

opener is used. Door will not close, must manually push handles down; also driver door will not
open at all although it seems to be unlocked. This problem is random too. My passenger door
window stopped opening for about two months its electronic and then started working again.
My air conditioning does not work at all. I am wondering if all of these things are connected to
the body control module? I see a used B C module for my car online. I am wondering if a
mechanic will install a part purchased elsewhere? As for larger problems, I have replaced many
major parts on this car, most notably the transmission. I travel long distances for work in
remote areas and always fear that my car will just die! I had a Saturn sedan that I purchased
new and loved it too. However, my has not been so lovable or reliable. The doors that very well
could be the body control module but not the ac or window. The window is going to be the
switch or the window motor most likely. You figure that out with a test light. The ac the first
thing I would check is the pressure in the ac system to see if it was low. Too bad you didnt live
in southern california or I could work on your car. As far as the body control module goes if you
can use tools then you put used one in yourself. Just to try it and see how it works but keep in
mind your mileage will change and show the mileage of the car the used body control module
came out of. Which is no big deal because if it works then when you replace the body control
module with a new one they will program the actual mileage of the car in. So what was wrong
with the transmission that it had to be replaced rather then fixed? I have had to replace very few
those transmissions are usually fixed with valve bodys and tightening the input shaft nut. Good
to know about the mileage with a used body control module. There was nothing wrong with the
transmission in and of itself. I used to work for an Inn in a very hilly winery but in Michigan. Was
trying to reach work up a steep hill in a blizzard and could not see in a white out how poorly the
drive was plowed, so got stuck in a snowdrift. Lots of tire spinning a push from a large truck
later, I was free. However, the next day while driving home I heard an explosion under my car!
And saw metal pieces flying about in the rear view mirror. I lost all power and could see
transmission fluid leaking out under the car. The mechanic told me that the transmission "threw
a rod" and that this sort of damage is seen when cars get stuck and the wheels spin
excessively. My tran basically blew up. Thankfully at that time I had an extended warranty which
paid for the bulk of putting a new one in. Wow your lucky your warranty paid for that. Your roll
pin broke in your differential and the pieces blew thru the transmission case. I have seen that
before mostly in the winter time when I worked at the saturn dealer in upstate ny. People who
spun there tires badly in the ice and people who rocked there car out of a snow filled driveway.
That used to be real common too with Chrysler's four-speed automatic. If it happened at low
speed, it would just make a clattering noise, but at high speed the momentum would grenade
the case. And you guys thought I went away! We were hoping you did lol. Same deal with the
saturns the roll pin breaks that holds the shaft that holds the spider gears in place and that
shaft takes out the transmission. But it takes some shock and trama to break the roll pin. They
used to be able to build axles that held up to hemis, s, and s, but I guess all those guys retired. I
feel lucky as the work cost a couple grand! It was a dramatic way to get a new transmission and
I won't soon forget the sound it made or the stuff flying out behind the car! Believe I was going
55 mph. I bought the extended warranty when I got the Saturn and the cost was part of my car
payments. I had traded in a Ford Taurus with a dead transmission. I noticed some slipping in
the gears and the next day the tran went out completely. I guess the moral of the story is, if you
can afford the extended warranty, buy it! It also paid for several other repairs on my Saturn.
Wish it hadn't expired. The main thing is you paid for the extended warranty and then some. I
absolutely did - several times over! Thanks for all of your help and information. Please login or
register to post a reply. Can You Help Me Please. My Blinkers, High Beams Meter Checked Inst
Panel I Have A Troubleshooting It All Sounds Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!
So, what is that light on your dashboard? The following are warning lights and indicators found
in vehicles built by Saturn. Click a link to learn more about each one. They are roughly ordered
by importance, which tends to be by color red, amber, yellow, orange, green, blue, gray. There
are over 30 of them, so search carefully! Remember that only proper service and repair
procedures will ensure the safe and reliable operation of your car. These posts are for
information sharing purposes only, and should not be used in lieu of an OEM service manual or
factory authorized service procedure. We are not in the auto repair business nor do we publish
automotive service manuals. Nothing we include on these pages and posts has been reviewed,
approved or authorized by any vehicle manufacturer. Technology is always changing and what
is current and accurate today may be literally out-of-date and inaccurate tomorrow. And when it
comes to the current state of flux in the auto industry, nothing is more true. Made with by
Graphene Themes. Toggle search form Search for:. Toggle navigation DashboardSymbols.
Saturn Warning Lights and Symbols So, what is that light on your dashboard? Related posts.
Search for:. Charge system trouble indicator -- click for more. Brake trouble indicators -- click

for more. More brake trouble indicators -- click for more. Oil warning light -- click for more.
Engine temperature indicator -- click for more. Electric power steering fault indicator -- click for
more. Seat belt reminder -- click for more. Air bag warning indicator -- click for more. Securit
05 silverado light bar
1999 toyota tacoma spark plug wiring diagram
rayburn royal parts diagram
y indicator -- click for more. Door ajar indicator -- click for more. Check engine light -- click for
more. Reduced engine power indicator -- click for more. Service reminder indicator -- click for
more. Check oil level indicator -- click for more. Low coolant indicator -- click for more. Stability
and Traction control indicator -- click for more. Stability control off indicator -- click for more.
Traction control trouble indicator -- click for more. Tire pressure monitor indicator -- click for
more. Anti-lock brake system fault indicator -- click for more. Haul or tow mode Indicator -- click
for more. All wheel drive fault indicator -- click for more. Low fuel indicator -- click for more. Low
washer fluid indicator -- click for more. Auto engine stop indicators -- click for more. Economy
operation indicator -- click for more. Cruise control indicator -- click for more. Fog lamp
indicator -- click for more. Turn signal indicator -- click for more. High beam indicator -- click for
more.

